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Giant earthquakes ring the Earth like a bell



6 minutes

Shaking duration in Tokyo



Japan 
Meteorological 
Agency initial 

tsunami warning

Japanese early warning systems



Red Alert PAGER 

for the Tohoku 

earthquake issued 

in 42 minutes



GoogleEarth feed from USGS showing fault rupture plane (blue 
rectangle), modeled shaking intensity and aftershocks



GPS Displacements from Geospatial 
Information Authority of Japan



All aftershocks of Tohoku earthquake



Magnitude-6+ aftershocks



International Charter 

for disaster response

Volunteers from USGS, 
GISCorps, ImageCat, 
Rochester Institute of 
Technology, Penn State, 
Harvard, George Mason, 
and the USAID Office of 
Foreign Disaster 
Assistance responded to 
request from the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration 
Agency for imagery 
analysis. 

http://www.disasterscharter.org/



Effect on Mines and Mineral Processing 
Facilities in Northern Honshu, Japan

• Up to one-quarter of the world’s iodine and 
one-third of Japan’s cement production may 
be affected. 

• Effects may come from direct damage and 
the damage done to the surrounding 
infrastructure, including electricity and 
transportation. 

• Japan is the world’s second leading iodine 
producer, after Chile.  The eight affected 
refineries alone have the capacity to produce 
25 percent of the world’s iodine. Iodine is 
used primarily in LCD's. 

• In addition to iodine, Japan is a leading 
source of titanium metal, and its facilities in 
the affected area have the ability to produce 
10 percent of the world’s titanium metal.

http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2011/1069/

http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2011/1069/pdf/OFR2011-1069.pdf


The mandate of the National Earthquake 

Hazard Reduction Program

• Develop effective measures for 
earthquake loss reduction;

• Promote their adoption;

• Improve the understanding of 
earthquakes and their effects on 
communities, buildings, 
structures, and lifelines.

Northridge 1994

national earthquake hazards reduction program



US subduction zones capable of magnitude-9 

earthquakes

Alaska 1964

Cascadia 
1700



USGS National Seismic Hazard Map

Earthquakes are a national hazard
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The heart of NEHRP: Translating USGS national 

hazard maps into model building codes

Seismic element of NEHRP 

Provisions and Int’l Building 

Code based on the USGS 

national seismic hazard map 

2012



http://www.shakeout.org/centralus/

Over 930,000Over 1.7 million



• USGS/CISN Phase I (2007-

2009) cooperative agreement 

supported algorithm testing

• Phase II (2010-2012) supports 

prototype development and 

identifies test users

• ARRA funding used to reduce 

datalogger delays

• EEW requirements:

-- rapid earthquake detection

-- early magnitude estimation

-- ground shaking prediction

-- robust monitoring networks

-- well-defined user community

Earthquake early warning – getting ahead of strong 

ground shaking

UC Berkeley

SCEC/USC

U.S. 

Geological 
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Caltech

CISNCalifornia Integrated 
Seismic Network

http://quake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/latest.map
http://quake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/latest.map
http://ussc.utah.gov/index.html


For tsunamis, seismic 

is the start All Hazard Alert Broadcast 

system installed at Ocean 

Shores, Washington. 

Credit: Washington Emergency Management

The beach is the finish


